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What is the name of the summer camp in rural California? Camp Redwood 
Who attacked Brooke Thompson that made her decide to leave town for the summer to work as a 
counsellor at the summer camp? 

Night Stalker 

What is the name of the owner of the summer camp? Margaret Booth 
Rita, the camp nurse tells the new councillors about the massacre committed 14 years ago in 1970 by 
the then groundskeeper, Benjamin Richter. What name is Benjamin better known as? 

Mr. Jingles 

Who revealed to the group that she was the sole survivor of the 1970 massacre? Margaret 
Who goes skinny dipping with the camps activities director, Trevor? Montana 
Apart from Benjamin Richter, which other serial killer arrives at the camp at the end of the first 
episode? 

The Night Stalker 

What kind of building did Benjamin escape from before turning up at the camp? Mental institution  
After revealing her disastrous wedding one year prior, who tried to seduce Brooke? Montana 
What keeps happening to the hiker that is first hit by the new councillors on their way to the camp 
and then murdered by Benjamin? 

Constantly killed and resurrected 

What is Xavier pursued and forced to do by Blake? Act in gay pornography 
What is missing from Blake's body when the councillors find him that make them believe that he has 
been killed by Mr Jingles? 

His ear severed  

When Margaret is approached by the Night Stalker, what does he reveal his name to be? Richard Ramirez 
Margaret recruits the Night Stalker to defend and protect the camp from who? Mr. Jingles 
When she meets the hiker, Margaret discovers him to be the ghost of who? A counselor from 1970 
Whilst on the run from the Night Stalker, Ray and Chet fall into a trap filled with what? Wooden Spikes 
Which part of the body is Chet impaled after falling into the trap? Shoulder 
Trevor, Montana and Xavier are stalked by a group of pranksters who are impersonating Mr. Jingles 
as part of a tradition. Who confronts and kills the pranksters? 

Mr Jingles 

When Brooke is left alone with Rita, she plans to alert the police, but Rita drugs her and reveals her 
true identity as, Donna Chambers, a serial killer-obsessed what? 

Psychologist 

Who orchestrated Mr. Jingles escape from the Mental Institution? Donna Chambers 
When Montana and Ray are approached by Ramirez, Ray abandons Montana on Trevor's motorcycle. 
What happens to Ray as he tries to escape? 

Decapitated by Mr. Jingles  

What happens when Montana and Ramirez are left alone together? The kiss 
Through flashbacks, it is revealed that Montana and Ramirez became lovers after meeting where? Montana's aerobics class 
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Why does Montana enlist Ramirez to murder Brooke? Revenge for her brother’s death at 
Brooke's wedding 

How does Richter attempt to kill Xavier, but is saved by a fatally wounded Bertie? Locks him in the oven and turns it on 
After being killed by Richter, who is witnessed being revived by a supernatural power? Ramirez 
Who reveals to Richter that they were the real killer in 1970, following bullying at the hands of the 
other campers? 

Margaret 

Who is discovered to have been a serial killer of young women before killing himself in 1980? Donna's father 
Who does Ramirez tell Donna resurrected him and that he now knows about everything Donna has 
done? 

Satan 

After suggesting boating across the lake for help, who does Margaret reveal the truth to before she 
drowns him? 

Chet 

After Xavier saves Margaret from Richter, who then murders Xavier? Margaret 
Who does Brooke lose her virginity to? Ray's ghost 
How does Brooke discover that Ray is dead? She discovers his severed head 
When the sun rises, and the children arrive at camp, what do they witness? Brooke murdering Montana 
Who declares to live on the campground as a god? The ghost of Montana 
Who steal a police car and drive towards Los Angeles? Ramirez and Richter 
Five years after the events of Camp Redwood, which two ghosts kill anyone who trespasses on the 
campgrounds, much to the frustrations of Ray and the ghosts of the 1970s counsellors? 

Montana and Xavier 

After losing her last appear, what is Brooke’s fate? Awaits execution on death row 
Who tries to recruit Brooke as a disciple of Satan? Ramirez 
Margaret becomes a rich real estate mogul, renovating infamous murder locations. Who works with 
her after surviving her murder attempt and marrying her? 

Trevor 

What does a reformed Richter change his name to and where does he now live with his new wife and 
son? 

Donald and Alaska 

After returning home, he discovers that his wife has been murdered by Ramirez, who does Richter give 
his son to, with the intent on taking revenge on Ramirez?  

His sister-in-law 

Who saves Brooke from death row by faking her execution? Donna 
What was the name of the future Camp Redwood in 1948? Camp Golden Star 
In 1948, Richter's younger brother Bobby is accidentally killed by a boat propeller. Who does Richter's 
mother Lavinia blame for Bobby's death? 

Richter and the counsellors 
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When Richter returns to Camp Redwood in 1989 and encounters some ghosts, they confirm that they 
are being terrorized by an unknown woman's ghost. Who does Richter claim the ghost to be? 

His mother Lavinia 

When Richter meets with Lavinia, what does she tell him about the 1970 murders committed by 
Margaret? 

She manipulated Margaret into 
committing them 

As preparations start for the music festival at Camp Redwood, which band is murdered by Ramirez 
before they play? 

Kajagoogoo 

Who does Ramirez enlist the help from in plans to eliminate Richter? Bruce 
What is the name of the tabloid writer who knows the identities of Brooke and Donna? Stacey Phillips 
When Donna stops Brooke from Killing Stacey, Stacey flees, only to be killed by who? Bruce and Ramirez 
Margaret reveals to Bruce and Ramirez that she plans to murder the rest of the bands at her festival, 
except who? 

Billy Idol 

When Bobby's ghost appears and drags Richter into the lake. He awakens next to who, that convince 
him to stay with them? 

Bobby and Lavinia 

Thirty-years later, who visits Camp Redwood, looking for answers? Richter's Son, Bobby 
What have the ghosts done for the last 30 years to stop Ramirez? Kill him over and over 
When Montana ushers Bobby of the grounds, where does she direct him to? The asylum 
Who is found to have been sending Bobby checks since his childhood? Brooke 
Brooke has been living a quiet life as a wealthy housewife in Oregan. Who helped Brooke survive the 
camp? 

Ray 

When Bobby returns to the camp for a second time, who repeatedly attempts to kill him? Margaret's ghost 
Who saves Bobby from the attempts to kill him? Richter, Lavinia and the counsellors 

  


